
Tangible Ideas from Fr Chris O’Donnell for Celebrating Advent and Christmas this year 
 
There is a line that says ‘We are an Easter People’ – when it comes to Advent and 
Christmas, I think it is more a case of ‘We are a Christmas’ people. Advent seems to go 
under the radar and so we need to keep this in mind when offering ideas for advent as 
often it is a season that is overlooked – which is a pity but again that’s just my take on 
it. However here are a few things that could encourage us to make the most of Advent:  
 
Tangible things in Church 

• Send drawings, photos, names of their families for us to stick on the seats in the Church. On this 
picture they can put what is the one thing above all they pray for this Christmas.  

 

• Possibly have a map of the world where people can fill in 
the places where their family members are – if a map won’t 
work, we could just put headings and ask people to write 
down where family are.  

 

• Have a remembrance tree that people write the names of 
loved ones and hang them on the tree.  

• Have a prayer space or prayer ideas around the crib.  
 

• As the priest blesses the crib with holy water, the children could bless their crib at home with holy 
water. 

 

• Could we put the crib outside? 
 

• Advent Service – some parishes held annual services – could they do some online version. If not, 
maybe we could offer a Christmas hymn reflection – for example Silent Night has a lovely story 
behind it and equally we could just get people to reflect on some of the lyrics of a hymn and then 
have it sung so they listen differently.  

 
Tangible things at Home 

• Could we send the baby Jesus home to a different family each evening 
with a little prayer moment? (Obviously sanitising etc.) 

 

• There is a tradition of adding straw to the crib with each kind deed we do 
by way of making sure the crib is comfortable for Jesus.  

 

• Offer a prayer moment around the crib and the characters in the crib.  
 

• At the Vigil you could have the youngest child place the Baby Jesus in the crib. Another member 
could bless the crib while the priest blesses the crib in Church. Light the Christ candle when the 
candle is lit at Church. Also at the end of Mass bring a candle to the window to keep up the Irish 
tradition.  

 

• The word made flesh – use this to get people to do something tactile – hug, hold hands, God 
becoming flesh in and through them….a reflection as they hold hands maybe as a family.  

 

 
Christmas Ideas 
At 9pm on Christmas Eve we will do an online liturgy from Kilmallock Church (not necessarily a Mass) 
targeted at families.  After this liturgy, or during it, we hope to have a family fun moment.   
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We are also looking at the possibility of locals who are abroad send greetings to local family here and 
equally local family here sending greetings to family who are abroad – without either group knowing that 
the process is being duplicated. It may be difficult, but it would be lovely to be able to play videos of local 
people who are abroad sending greetings home and vice versa.  
 

Post-Christmas – 12 Days 
Is there anything we could do afterwards?  

• A nice family prayer left at cribs to encourage people to pray it when they visit. Leaving some chairs 
near the crib in the Church to encourage people to sit and stay a while.   

• Could we encourage people to take on Bishop Brendan’s ten tips (below) for living your faith?  
 
 

 


